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For the avoidance of doubt this is not an insurance policy, and all assocation to insurance is for the purposes of raising awareness. This is 
not a regulated insurance product. 

What is this type of insurance?
You will be directly donating money to the Woodland Trust on behalf of your community - you may then claim back a so-called “tree pack” 
when funds allow and enough people in your community join the mutual. 

What is insured?
 Air around you

 Soil Erosion

 Insect and songbird populations

 Hunger of animals and wildlife in vicinity

 Carbon Dioxide escalation

 Oxygen production

 A Future aesthetic environment for your progeny

 Countryside appeal within 2-3 yrs as trees mature

What is not insured?
 Apathy

 Carbon Emissions

 “It’s their job”

 Laziness

 Purple Yachts blocking roads for idling traffic

Are there any restrictions on cover?
 Not flowers or weeds, please

 Preferably Fruiting or Nut trees - brexit, innit.

 Check local regulations for tree planting

 Cover limited to amount of trees afforded

Where am I covered?
 United Kingdom (but the oxygen may well travel to other non-designated recipient territories across the EU and World.)

What are my obligations?
• Plant 10x Trees in 12 months
• Share my purchase of Planet Insurance on social or message groups
• Propagate the use of #ToTheTrees on social media
• Proudly call myself a TreeHugger

When and how do I pay?
Online, using credit and debit cards - monies will be sent to the Woodland Trust directly. 

When does the cover start and end? 
Oxygen is an element and can be breathed, it could stay in the atmosphere for thousands of years in the Oxygen Cycle.

How do I cancel the contract?
Planet Insurance cannot be cancelled or refunded - you’d ask a charity for a refund? Nope. 


